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ABT Q3 ABT Q3

Audi Q3 (8u0) SerieS Abt PerformAnce

Abt Power  

2.0 l TDI 130 kW (177 hp), 380 Nm 151 kW (205 hp), 420 Nm 

2.0 l TFSI 155 kW (211 hp), 300 Nm 199 kW (270 hp), 370 Nm 

* New Generation

Audi Q3 (8u0)

Abt engine technology

ABT Power / optimized motor management

Abt AerodynAmicS

ABT front grille

ABT front skirt

ABT rear spoiler

ABT side skirt add-ons

ABT rear skirt set (rear skirt incl. rear muffler)

Abt SPortS wheelS

DR SPoRTS Wheel

18, 19, 20 and 21 inch, relieved rim base & gun metal finish

CR SPoRTS Wheel

19 inch, diamond-machined & mystic anthracite matted

Abt SuSPenSion technology

ABT suspension springs

Abt brAkeS

ABT brake system

Abt interior

ABT floor mats

ABT bootmat



THE ABT Q3

You can find the ABT configurator and further information at www.abt-sportsline.com 

MorE powEr. MorE fun.
 GuArAnTEEd.

ABT EnGinE TEcHnoloGY
The requirement to bring out the best in every engine is part of ABT’s family tradition. Where per formance  
upgrades and optimization of the motor management (ABT  PowEr) are  concerned we are in our element 
and clearly the world’s number one for cars by the VW group. Thanks to the  experience we have acquired 
in our many years of professional racing, we are aware that not only power is important, but also durability. 
More power. no change of emissions category. Despite the increase in power, your CO2 emissions do  
not increase! And your car remains in the same emissions category as before.

ABT ExHAuST TEcHnoloGY
Impressive power is turned into optical and acoustical enjoyment: Thanks to extensive development
work and double-walled stainless steel design, ABT rear mufflers always put on an impeccable perfor-
mance. 

ABT SuSPEnSion
It is only the right suspension that makes higher engine power pure pleasure. Also in this field we bring 
our entire racing experience and hence absolute cutting-edge technology onto the road. ABT suspen-
sion springs lower the vehicle and provide for dynamic looks and more stable road holding. For more  
safer and comfortable driving pleasure made by ABT.

ABT BrAkES
Driving in a sporty way is great fun but only if you know for sure that any time you want you can bring 
your car to an immediate standstill. ABT steel-flex brake lines are tested constantly under severe condi-
tions and therefore provide this feeling of certainty.  With an ideal pressure point, excellent regulable ap-
plication and an optimal braking distance – but with significantly less fading, in other words: no decrease 
in braking power under long-term stress. Thus, ABT brake systems bring everything reliably to a stand-
still. Except, of course, your driving pleasure.

ABT SPorTS wHEElS
Elegant or dynamic, modern or classical, silver or titanium – but always professionally balanced down to 
the last detail as far as weight and handling are concerned – ABT sports wheels perfectly round off the 
individual performance of your car. After all, they clearly show at a glance that they conform with the 
highest of demands both on the road and on the racing track and that they do not only look good but 
also want to be driven.

ABT AErodYnAMicS
If you rate extraordinary dynamics as high as individuality, then you have found the perfect pit crew in  
the ABT team. Our designers, engineers, technicians and model makers work hand in hand, and  
the result is definitely highly respectable: a tuning program developed by our company, from the front  
grill to the rear wing, which we can use to transform your series production vehicle into an impressive 
character performer.

Abt dr sports wheel.
optimised weight, perfect concentricity,  
revolutionary design. The first ABT wheel  
with relieved rim base. And the only one  
with gun metal finish.

Abt rear skirt set. Including rear muffler. Abt side skirt add-ons. For an ultra-powerful 
and sleek appearance.

Abt front grille. exclusive design. Sporty  
character. Perfectly fitted aerodynamics.

MAxiMuM urBAn SPorTinESS.

The new Audi Q3 doesn’t just look incredibly sporty – it really lives up to its name. From now on, ABT’s  
excellent performance optimisation strategy makes the turbo diesel the first choice for everyone looking  
for that little bit extra. After receiving the ABT special treatment, the athletic Audi Q3, also sometimes  
a sturdy workhorse, features an amazing boost in engine performance to 205 hp. The additional thrust  
gives the Q3 a whole lot more leeway and delivers an impressive performance in every driving situation.


